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ASSOCIATED PRIME IDEALS AND HOPF ALGEBRAS 
I. Introduction 
There 3rc sevttral situations in algebraic topology in which one encounters nwduks 
,121 over 3 rmg H with the additional structure of a Htlpf algebra A of operations on 
both M and R, under suitable compatibility conditions. Our purpose is to study the 
restrictions this places on the modules, assuming R to be commutative, from the 
pc)int k)f view of commutative aJgebra rather than algebraic topology. 
For example. iet 4: K -+ S be a fibration. p a prime 3nd A the mod p Stcenrod 
algebra (or the algebra of reduced powers if p is odd). Then P 9*(tz‘; Zp) is a module 
over the rmg H,(B;Zp j and also over the Hopf algebra A,. Of caurse, H*(E;i$.,) 1s 
itself a ring; WC refer tcl 19; 101 for a detailed study of this situation. 
For another example, let E be a ring spectrum (the tn~h t,xampie Is the unitary 
Thwn spectrum MU) defining a cohornology theory P ( l ), having coefficient ring 
WE’) and algebra of stable operations 10(E), Then for any space X, E*(X) is both 3 
module over n+(E) and over tl(!Y). Notioe that we can identify R&Y) with 3 subring 
of A(E). and that A(E) has very nearly the structure of a Hopf algebra over n*(k). 
ift-,’ = Ml:, then there is a Hopf algebra S* (tzer 2) such that A(M) is isomorphic 
to the “completed tensor product” n+( MU) @S* 17; 13 1. 
Since we prefer to deal with homology rather than with cohomology, we also ob- 
serve that a ring spectrum E defines a homology theory &(*), and that often it is 
pclssible to make the seff*homology E*(E) into 3 Hopf algebra over n*(K) following 
Adams [ I, Lecture 31. In these cases, for any space X, E*(X) it is carnodule over 
E&Y) as well 3s a module over z&Y). When E = MU, MU*(MU) z n*(MU) $3 SAC 
where S+ is the dual of the Hopf algebra S* mentioned above 12, 5 1 I]; thus rve re- 
gtitrl MU+(X) as a module over n*(MU j and a con~oclule over the Hqf&@ru SW 
We have studied this situation in 181, and the present paper is a continuation of this 
investigation in a more general setting. 
It is by now apparent that formal groups 3re a basic tool for dealing with oobor- 
dism theory [ 2; 51. In the Appendix we present a construction of the IIopf 3tgebr3 % 
based on formal groups, as suggested by Moravit [ 111, in order to place the main 
example in an entirely algebraic setting. 
* Research supported in part by NSF Grant GP-2 1064, 
In the next sccrion we fix C.NI~ terminology and introduce the categories of modu- 
lcs and conlobules which wt’ shall study. The principal results are colktcd m .Scction 
_‘I. We ~xaminc opstions which cmvert subnmdulcs into suhmc~dulcs invariant under 
upcrations (or co-operations) in Se&un 4. Proofs of the main results arc given in 
Sections 3 and 5 in case R is Nc+ctherian and in Section 6 in ~asc R is a suitable limit 
of Nocethcrian rings (such as a polynomial ring in infinitely many variables over a 
No,ethcrian ring). 
We suggest that this paper bc viewed as a companion to 181 by readers mtcrcstcd 
in applications to compicx bordism. There is some overlap, since several results of 
181 arc presented here in greater generality. Other rcadcrs are advised that the cxtcn- 
sion from the c’asc II? which R is Noethcrian to the more general case is rather tc&- 
nlA, whereas the arguments in the Noctherian case are quite direct. 
2. Preliminaries 
WC shall deal throughout with non-ncgattvciy graded modules over a commuta- 
tive rrng k with a unit. AtI clcmcnts are understood to be homogeneous. We omit 
mentmn of sign amentions, sirxc they play no serious ralc. With the understanding 
that cverythinp in sight (apart from 1:) is graded, we shall usually ncJf refer to the 
grsding irt the termindopy. Al1 rings are to have a unit. 
Let K SC :J commutative k-afgcbr:l. and let S be a ionnccted c’c~mmutative Hopf 
Apebra r-~cr 1: which is free ac a j:-module. WC assume R IS a r&h S-~ornoduk with 
struc’ture 111 Jp 
The may (a ) is t R ,2$ T $3 I,, where T is the twist map, and the map (b) is 
1 K ~$3 1,, @ ps, where ~1~ is the multiplication in S. A morphism from [M, a[_~f, 4.4,) 
2. Prt~litriitttzrics 
(2.2) 
for A E R and .r E A4. This point of view is useful in Sectic3n 4. In particular, (R, ~1~. $) 
denotes the multiplication in R. More explicitly, let X E i‘ 
with hl e5 R, x, E J4 and Si’ ‘i ES. Then WG require that 
If R 1s a Nt~ethcrian b-algebra, thun C,, denotes the full subcategory of C con- 
sistml~ of finitely generated R-m&ules. If R is a iohcrcnt h-abgebra (e.g., see [h; I5 I). 
then Co denotes the fult subc‘ategory of C uonsistmg of finitely presented R-modules. 
In prar’tlce. we shaH only encounter c.cjherent /~&chras R for which R = ~~l, where 
the R, are a directed system of Nczetherian strha$ebrss such that R ib a polynomial alge- 
bra over e;lih R,. Wr s;1y that R is a “polynumral hmit of Nocthcrian subaigebras”. 
Our results arc proved first m the Noctherian case and are then extended to the more 
gcnersl case. 
Recall that the prirw annihilator ideals uf A4 E C are said to be the msociated prime 
iJds of the R-module A4, and they fcxm the set AssR(&4). If R is Noetherian and WI 
is finitely generated over R, then Assx(iz4) is finite (4, Chapter IV, 5 1, no. 4, Corot- 
lary 1. Moreover. if Arm(s) IS maximal among annihilators of nonzero elements in 34. 
then Ann(x) IS a prime ideal 14, Chapter IV, $1, no. 1, Proposition 21; this holds 
even if R IS not Nuctherran, but in the Noetherian case the existence of maximal 
annihtlator ideals IS assured. 
We are especially rnterested in those elements of 1’14 for which \;.(a) = ct+??l, which 
we cali primiriw. The t’&~wing elementary results show the utility nf this concept. 
We say that R-modules A4t and Mz are srabl_y iscmr~rphic- (M, & M, ) if the?: are iso- 
morphic after shifting degrees by an integer; the same notion applies to objects of c, 
&arly . 
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hf. LPt A E R and write G(X) = ZA 8 Siq where the si beiong to a basis of S OVC~ i 
k. From (2.3) we see that 
iJ,( Xrm) -zxp 3 si. (2.4) 
From this it is &ar that Ra is an invariant submodule of M. ’ 
Now if X E Ann(a), then we have X hp 8 si = 0, hence we have Xp = 0 for each i 
since the si belong to a basis of S over k. Thus each hi E Ann@), which shows that 
Ann(~) is invariant. Finally. the snap h + Xa: of R into*M is a morphism in C in view 
of (2.4), hence R/Ann(a) = Ra in @. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that for x EM. 
jl,(.u)=.r C31 + cxp,. 
where each _x! has degree smaller than the degree of x. 
If M IS an object of C and / is an invariant ideal in R, let 
0 : ,$ff = (x E M: Ix = 0,. 
i.e., all elements x of M for which I C Ann(x). Evidentiy. 0:,4,f is an R-submodule of 
M. 
Proof. Let x E O:BII, and say $+.&z) = 
k.and degtp& deg Q i$ . . . . 
S.V~ @Q, where tj belong to a basis of S over 
We must show that each xi E O:& Assume we knrrw 
that x1 , . . . . X~_~ E O:,f; we shall show that also x, E O:& 
Thus let X f I and write 
&X) = XC+! + cq$ (dcg si > O), 
w that Ai E I for each i. Thus k~j = Xix/ = 0 for all i and i = I , . . ., I -- I by the induc- 
tive assumption. Hence we have 
Since the fj bciong to ;1 basis o1‘S over /\: and deg si > 0. it foll~,~s that Ax,. = 0. Thus 
S, E O:,J also. so by indu&m all xi E O:,,$ This prove:, that 0:,11 is an invariant 
submodule. 
Roof. Suw J = Atw(x) for some clcrncn t x d34, we see that @,\,I is non-zero. For 
each _V E O:,,J we have J C Annfr*). hcncc J = Ann@), if,)’ ff 0, by the Inaximality of 
1. Lemma 2.3 shows that CQ,,J is an invariant submodule of’M; since it is non-zero, 
Lemma 2.2 implies that 0: ,+,I contains a non-zero primitive element 0. Then J = 
Ann(a) us required. 
3. Results 
The proof is given in !&fion 5, after a basic constrwtkm is dcscribcd m Section 4. 
The prorlf uses primary detzr)mpitions of the R-module M. 
Proof. Let PE ASK(M) bc maximal. Then P is a maximal annihilator ideal of&f 
(since we have noted that any maximal annihilator is prime). Thus our result foitows 
from Corollary 2.4, 
Theorem 3.3. Jrt the sitrratimt of Thcwerra 3. I , each M E C,, has u /ilrti!c filtratimt by 
irt rwriuri t subnr~dukes 
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the case of c’onlplex txdism, where 
(S = S*; set’ 12. $ I 1 1 ) this is done in 181. 
Finally we mention that Theorem 3.1 specializes to Theorem 2.6 of 181 in the 
use uf complex bordism, and that Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 give a more complete pic- 
ture of the structure of MU+(X) for finite complexes. 
4. Constructing invariant submodules 
We continue to assume that S is a polynomial algebra, but relax the rcsfirictiuns on 
K from the previous section. For &f f c and N an R-submodule. we shall denote by 
A’* the largest invariant submodule lying m N. and by ;li* the smallest invariant sub- 
trrodulc of 31 containing N. We shall apply our results on A!* in the following section. 
We define A’* as the set of all elements x E &f for which &.&) lies in I\; @S, 
where GA,: A# --* s&f @ S is the comodule structure map of .N The following resut s 
summarize the key properties t>i this operakIn. 
Remark. This definition of primary submodule follows ( 12, Section 2.8), and 
agrees with the more general definition of (4, Chapter IV, $2, no. 1, Definition II, 
in case M is a finitely generated R-mod& (a condition which holds in all cases we 
shalt consider ). 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. (a) Evidentily x, y E fV* 3 x t y E A’*. If X E R and s E X*. 
then &+,(k) lies nn N @ S by (2.2) since R*N C N, hence Ax E Sf*. Thus. A’* is a 
submodule of/M. Since $&) = x ir3 1 + Xxi ‘8~ with deg( tj) > 0, we see that 
xE,~+=YH3v,soN+Gli. 
(b) Let x E A’*, so $,&) E iv 63. Write $,@) = Lxj @ tj, where the !, E S be- 
long to a basis of S over k, so xi E N for each j. Since b! is an S-comodule. 
We remark that the pr~~~f of fb) w:?s our first use of the coproduct on S. The proof 
of Prtqmsition L ’ depends on the following two Iemnas. 
Proof af Lemma 4.3. If for some integer k each power qk annihilates E, then certain- 
ly]’ annihilates E if I > (k I )(a + I ). and sop annihilates E[Xl for targe 1. 
C’ouversely. let fj annihilate /?[_~I. Since If = alI1 XN1 + lower terms. we see easily 
that aIl1 annihilates L[X]. hence so does some power off‘ a,Xn = Z:‘=;t qXi. Thus 
by mductim on the degree off, each coe<fiCient ai of f’lies in Rad( Ann(E)). 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Evidently a zero-divisor on i:‘ is also a zero-divisor on K[X]. 
Nuw, say. j’~ A IX/ is a zero-divisor on E[Xl. Choose a non-zero polynomial g = 
Zy$, b;X in t3’lXl of least dcgrce m such that fg = 0. Writing/= I$!& UiXi* WC have 
%I bt, = 0, hence a,g = 0 (because arIg has degree <: m and is annihilated by 1). It is 
now easy to show induttivcly that a,,_8 = 0 for 0 G I G N, hence fannihilates each 
coefficient ofg. (Gxnpare 13, Chapter I, Exercise Z(iii)l.) 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Write S = k [b, 1, w!~crc the b* are algebraically independent 
and have posi five degrees. 
(a) Let Y C R be a prime ideal, and note that Y* is the kernel of the algebra h* 
rnomorphism 
Since R/p is an integral domain, so is (R/P)(b,, I. hence P* is a prime ideal. 
(b) Let :V be a submodule ofM and let Rad(X) denote its radical. If A E R belongs 
to Rad(N)*, rhen +(A) E Rad(rV)@S, hence all the cocffkients of the polynomial 
G(h) E R (6,1 lie in Rad(N) = Rad(Ann(M/N)). In view of Emma 4.3, we conclude 
that some power of &(A), say $(A+ = $(hk), carries M@S into NBS. Thus for any 
x EM, we see that $Q#x) = $(hk)$+,,(x$ f NBS, hence Akx EN*, and so 
X E Rad(N*). 
Conversely, if h E Rad(N*) then some power of A carries M into N*. say hkRI C N*. 
This means that 
hence $(Ak) = $(A* carries \II&W) into K@S. It follows by induction on the degree 
of x E M that Q(#(.x @I) E N&S for all x E M, hence $(A? carries M$k!$ into 
N@S. Then Lcmms 4.3 implies that each soefficient of the polynomial Q(A) lies in 
Rad(N). hence X E Rad(X)*. 
(c) Let Q bc a primary submodule of Al; we shall show that also Q* is a primary 
submodule of M. 
We tkst observe that Q@S is in primary submodule of M@S over the ring R@S = 
R(b, 1. For if fE R [6,1, ,g f M@S and & E Q6.36 but g $ Q8.5, then J-is a zero- 
divisor in M/Q by Lemma 4.4. so each coefficient ufflies in Rad(Q), hence f’l;es in 
Rad(Q@S) as desired. 
Now let X E R, x EM and AX E Q* but assume x +Z Q*. Hence iD(h)i[l,&) lies in 
Q@S but G,+,(x) @ Q@S. Since Q@S is a primary R@S-submodule ofM@S, we 
conclude that $(A) E Rad(Q@S). Thus for some k, $(A)k carriesM@S into Q@S, 
hence (as we saw at the end of the proof of(b) above) X E Rad(Q)*; so by (b), we 
have X E Rad(Q* ); and so Q* is a primary submodule of M. 
We remark that it would be desirable to weaken the hypothesis that S be a poly- 
nomial algebra in order to include more examples. For example, there are several 
ring spectra E for jvhich E’,(E) is flat over n*(E), but for which t:‘,(E) does not split 
SO nicely as a tensor product of n*(E) with a Hopf algebra (see [ 1, Lecture 3) and [2J). 
Still it is possible that in these situations we could reach some of the same algebraic 
conclusions by dealing with E*(E) as a Hopf algebra over n,(E) in the more general 
sense of [ 1, Lecture 31. In particular, the homomorphism J/: R + R&S would be 
replaced by the Nurewicz homomorphism n+(E) -+ E*(E) induced by the unit of the 
ring spectrum, and it would be necessary to verify that extension from n*(E) to 
E+(E) preserves prime ideals, primary submodules and primary decompositions in
order to make the present arguments work. 
We conclude this section with some comments on the smallest invariant submo- 
dule N# of M E C containing an R-submodule N of M, which we give without proof. 
since we shall not need to use N* later. Let (+-) be a fixed basis for S over k. For each 
x EN, write tiM(x) = C xi @+ with uniquely determined xi f M. Then N* is the 
R-module generated by al1 the xi for all x E N (or as x ranges over a set ot’ generators . 
for N as an R-module). In particular, if S is locally of finite rank over fz (in each de- 
gree) and if N is finitely generated over R then so is Iv? 
5. The lbetherian case 
Our air11 III this secticm is to prove Theorem 3.1. Since the argument relies on the 
bsir: properties of primary decomposition of a module. we begin with same recoi- 
Icctions. Among the many avaitabte sources, we refer to At&ah and MacDonald 13, 
Chapters 4. ?I, Bsurbaki 14, Chapter IV] and Northcott [ 12, Chapter 2). 
Let A be a commutative ring and tjx an A-module i:‘. If F is a submodule of E’. its 
mdicul RrtdfE) is the ideal {a Ed : &IT E F for some k}. A proper submodule Q of It: 
is prirttuyr if evcfa zero-devisor f A on E/Q lies in Rad(Q); in this case Raid(Q) is a 
prime ideal in A. A prinuy &ccrmpdtiou of a submodule F” of E is a represcnta- 
tion of F in the form 
(%I) 
where the Qi are primary submodules ofE. The prime ideals Pi = Rad(Qi) are said to be 
assr PC*&UCJ~ t ) the primary decomposition. A primary decom posr t ion ( S . I ) is miuct~d 
il’ no Q, can be deleted, i.e., 
and if the ssswiated prime ideals Pi are distinct. If a primary decomposition (5.1) is 
not reduced, then one can extract from it a reduced primary decomposition of shorter 
length. If A isNwtherian and E is a finitely generated module, then each submodule 
of E has a primary decomposition. 
it‘(5.1) and 
with asstrc’iatt’d prime ideals pi’ = Rad(Qi’), are both reduced primary decompositions 
of F, then F- = s and the sets of associated Trime ideals {PI. . . . . U,) and {P, ‘, . . . . P,‘! 
coincide. In fact, if F C E has ;1 reduced primary decamposltion (5. I ), then the asso- 
ciated prime ideals {Pt. . . ., P,} are the prime ideals of the form Rad(Ann(x)) for 
x E E/f=. In particular, AssA (I$?‘) C {PI, . . . . Pr). where Ass,&/fi? denotes the set of 
prime annihilator ideals of elements &X/F. If each P, is finitely generated, then 
AsskI (E/F) = {P,, ...l P,}: in particular this is the case when A is Nocthcrian. 
If R is 3 polynomial algebra over d , and if (5.1) is a reduced primary decumposi- 
r=c3,B=(Q~ q_,fqn ...“(Qr @,u) (5.3) 
is a reduced primary decompositiun of F a,, B C ECf&B over B, having associated 
prime ideaisP&3. This follows from the techniques of Section 4. or by specializaOon 
of the much more general result 14, Chapter IV. 82, no. 6, Proposition 1 11 in case 
A is Noetherian. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Recali our assumptions: R is Noetherlan and S is a polynomial 
algebra over 1:. We shall prove that for any ICI E Co (so M is a finitely-generated 
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R-module) each associated prime ideal is invariant. 
Let 0 = Qt n . . . f~ QF be a reduced primary decomposition of the zero submodule 
in RI, having associated prime idealsPi = Rad(&). Then Ass,(M) = (Ut, . . . . P,) and 
so we must show that the Pi are invariant. To prove this, we now apply Propositions 
4.1 and 4.2 to conclude that 0 = Qt * {I . . . n Q.* and that the Qj* are primary sub- 
modules of M with associated prime ideals pj *. This must already be a reduced 
primary decomposiiion. since otherwise IIf would have fewer than R associated 
prime ideats. Hence Ass&I) = (Pt *. . . . . P,*) consists of invariant prime ideals (and 
so the uriginat 1pi must be invariant as well, i.e., pi * = pi). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 3. t . 
We remark that this argument shows that any invariant submodule II,’ of M has a 
reduced ecomposition N = Qt n . . . 17 Q, in which the submodules Qi and the asso- 
ciated primes Fi = Had(&) are invariant. Corresponding to each minimal associated 
prime ideal. the corresponding primary submodute isuniquely determined ani so 
must be invariant for any primary decomposition of N 14, Chapter (V, 32. no. 3, Pro- 
position 51. 
6. The coherent case 
In this sect ion we prove Theorems 3.1’ , 3.2’ and 3.3’. Thus we put into force the 
assumptions that S IS a polynomial algebra over 1: and that R = lid?,. where the R, 
are a directed system of Noetherian subalgebras such that R is 2. polynomial algebra 
over each R,. 
It is first convenient to collect a few useful results concerning coherence, which 
may be found in [h; ISI, for example. Recall that a module E over a commutative 
ring A is catled mhmwt if& is finitely generated and each finitely generated sub- 
module of E is finitely presented (in particular E must be finitely presented). We 
cait A cdwtwt if it is coherent as tl module over itself, i.e., if each finitely gener- 
ated ideal in A is finitely presented. If E and F are coherent and f: E + F is a honm 
morphism of A-modules, then both Ker Iand Cocker fare coherent. If 
0 -, E’ -+ E -+ E” + 0 is an exact sequence of A-modules, then E is coherent if E’ and 
E” arc. If the ring cl is coherent, so is each finitely generated free A-module, hence 
so is each finitely presented kmodule; thus (IYC~ 13 coherent ?ittg, a modtrle is roht- 
rmt if’artd nnl”~ i’it isf%rite(v presentd. Of course, any Noetherian ring is coherent: 
so is a commutative ring A of the form A = UA,, where the A, are a directed system 
of Noetherian subrings uch that A is flat over each A,. 
bof of Theorem 3.1’. Let M E CO. so that M is finitely presented as an R-module. 
Hence there is an exact sequence 
I 
F,+F($M-a 
uf R-modules in which FO and F, are finitely generated free modules. Choose a basis 
ti3r each of these free modules, and choose R, C R to contain all the entries of the 
matrix ufj’with respect to these bases. Let F& C F(, and Fla C I=, be the free 
R,-modules on the same bases, so that f-restricts to a homomorphism fk : Fla --+ Fh 
of free H,-modules. Define Ma = Coker f;r, and notice the natural isomorphism 
M 12* R@R~ MN of R-modules. 
in order to show that Ass&l!) is a finite set of finitely generated invariant prrme 
ideals in R, we begin with a reduced primary decomposition 
of Q in the K-module M with associated prime ideals P,‘. . . . . P,’ (the superscript 
denotes extension of modules and ideals from Ra to R). Sint.x Ati is Noetherian, the 
Pi and so also the Pi” are finitely generated i eals: hence ASSR (M) = {PI “, ..-, ?‘F’ ). 
tt r~rdy remains to show that the ideals Pi’ are invariant, and this follows exactly as 
in the proof of Theorem 3. I given in the previous ection. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2’. Let I’ be a maximal element of Ass&t?). where M E ctr. It 
is only necessary for us to show that P is a maximal annihilator idcal of AI, since we 
can then apply Corollary 2.4 (see the proof of Theorem 3. Z ). We, therefore. assume 
tha: P C Ann(x) for a non-zero element ..Y of AI, and shall show that P f AntI( 
We start by repeating the constrcrction of an R,-module M,. for which Al 2 R@ QM~, 
given at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3. t ‘, and arrange that x E M cor- 
responds to s’n element 1 @.r, (x0 E Ma ) under this isomorphism. This is done by 
writing x =&v) with _P E Ftl and requiring that R, also contain all the coefficients 
of ,t* with respect to the basis of I;‘n . Moreover. it is easy to check tha. Ann&) = 
= AnnQx,F, where again the superscript denotes extension from R, to R. 
Frorlr the proof of Theorem 3.1‘. we note that the maximal clement Y of Ass~ (M9 
has the t;jrm Pi’, where Pi is the maximal zlement of AssR#&). Thus we have shown 
that Pi” C Anne, (,x~ )“. Since R ts a poiynomiaj algebra over R,, we may contract 
these ideals to find that Pi C AnnH, (ru, ). Since R, is Noethetian, we know that Pi 
is a maximal annihilator ideal of,&& if it is maximaf in ASSR, (M,). hence Pi = 
= AnnR,(&). Hence P = Ann&) follows by extension, and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3’. Let M E Cr,, and continue the notation used in the proof of 
Theorem 3. it ‘. Thus for some R, C R and finitely generated R,-module Ma we can 
idmtifv M and R @ Rfla as R-modules (no comoduh? structure is needed on &). 
We construct a finite filtration of the R,-module &., as follows. Let PO! be a maxi= 
mal associated prime ideal of/M,, and let xal be an clement of MO of smallest degree 
for which Par = Ann&t ). Then put Ma, = R,x,, , and apply the same proced 
RI,/Mai. This can be continued, and since MO is finitely generated over the Noether- 
ian ring R,, we obtain a finite filtration of the R,-module Ma 
so that for I < i < n. Md/jVu.i_l is stably isomorphic to R,fY,i, where Pai is a prime 
ideal in R,. Moreover, we have arranged that Po,i is a maximal associated prime ideal 
<It’ ,*I*i/Ma i_ 19 arId that 
where X,i is an element ot’M~~‘bf~~_~ of least degree such that PQj = Ann(x,i). Since 
K is a polynof~kil algebra over I?,, we obtain a finite filtration of the R-module bf, 
O=RI, cM, lz ..L4I,, =M, 
by putting Mj 2 K@K,M~~. We write Pi = Paje, a finitely generated prime ideal of 
R; hence for 1 G i G ~1, Mi/icli_t is stably isomorphic to R/Pi. Moreover. it follows 
that Pi is a maximal associated prime ideal of M/Mi_l (see the proof of Theorem 3. I ‘), 
and that *Vd>%fi_t = Rs,. where -Vi = I QDX,i is an element of M/Mi_l of least degree 
such th3t Pi = Ann(xi). 
It remuns tu be shown that each ,%r, is an invariant submodule of M (evidently 
they are finr tely presented), that each Pi IS an invariant ideal, and that Mi/‘Mi_t is 
stably isomorphic to R/Pi in Co (not only as R-modules). Since M E CO and P, is an 
associated prime ideal of AI. Theorem 3. I ’ implies that P, is invariant. Since P, is 
a maximal member of AssR(M), the proof of Theorem 3.2’ shows that P, is also a 
maximal annihilator ideal of Af; thus xt is a non-zero element of least degree in the 
invariant submodule &&‘t of1GI (see L~mrna 2.3). a:td so Lemma 2.2 implies that 
xi is primitive. Hence Lemma 2.1 implies thst M, = Rx, is an invariant submodule 
of AI and that ict, is stably isomorphic to R/P, in C,,, and by induction we can 
assume, for 2 G i < N, that Ali/& is an invariant submodule of &f/M), that Pi is an 
invariant ideal, and that Mi/&fi_t is stably isomorphic to RIP, in Co- It follows easily 
that cacti Mi is an invariant submodule of hf, and so the proof ot Theorem 3.3’ is 
wmpfete. 
Appendix: Formal groups and power series substitutions 
Our main example of a triple (R, S, JI) consisting of a ring R, a Hopf algebra S, 
and a suitable structure map $: R -+ R@,S arises from con~plex bordism; namely, 
R = n+(MU), R@S 2 MU+(MU) and J/ is the Hurewicz homomorphism 
h: n*(MU) + MU*(MU). 
Our aim here is to place this example in an entirely algebraic setting, following the 
lectures of Adams 121 on Quillen‘s work on formal groups and complex cobordistn, 
as suggested by Morava [ 1 I]. 
We recall from (2, 3 11 that a (one-parameter commutative)fumlal grrq law 
over a cornmutative ring A is a power series 
satisfying the following c‘rjnditions: 
~(S, 0) = X, g(C). YJ = Y. PM Y) = cl(Y, XI 
LaLard’proved that there is a commutative ring N and a formal group law pR over 
R, which is universal in the sense that the function from ring homomorphisms 
tiom(R, A ) to &A ) sending 0 to 0,~~ is a bijection. In addition he proved that R is 
a polynorniai ring 2 [.r t + x2, x3. ,.. 1, and it is convenient to nuke R a graded ring by 
@vmg each generator x,# degree 31. We refer to 12. 5 $5, 7) for details. 
With each <ommutativc ring A, we also assrxiatcd the group G(A ) of all power 
sericsf = Xi: t o$? over A with t-If = 1 under the operation of composition. A ring 
hr,nlc,n~orphisnl 0 : A + l? induces a group hornumorphism 8 * : G(A ) + G(H ). smding 
Zi”-l qx l(lX;l ( , 0 o$b?, hence G(m) is a group-valued funotor on the catt‘gory of 
commutative rings. SincefE GT(A $ is determmed by its coefficients oi for i 2 L, which 
can be arbitrary ehzments of A. it’ we put s = 2 fb I1 b,, . ..I then the function frill?1 
rrng honlorliorphisnls Hom(S. A ) to C&4) sending 0 to Z~~I,O(h,)X’t t (we agree that 
6, = 1) is a bijection. In fast this is a natural equivalence of functors, hence we can 
also regard Hom(S. l ) as a group-valued functor on the category of commutative rings. 
Thus S must be a cugroup in the category of zommutatrve rings, i.e., S is a Hopf alge- 
bra over 2 in the ungraded sense. Again we tind it convenient to make S a graded 
I ring by giving each generator h,l degree 31, and then S is a Hopf algebra over Z m 
the graded sense. 
For cash commutative ring (1 c the group ($4 ) acts on the set @A ) of formal 
group laws over A. Namely, 1% G(A) sends a formal group law p(X,, X2) to the for- 
mal group 1aw f&/-1 X,, f’-I X2) over A. Evidently, these actions are natural under 
ring homomorphisms 0 ; A -+ B. hence there is atso 3 natural action of Hom(S, A ) on 
Hom(R, A ), and so wq conclude ,that there must be a ring I~c,momorphislll 4 : R +R@S 
whkh makes R into ;3n S-comudulc. Again one can check that IJ is a hanmnorphism 
of graded rings. 
WC turn to explicit formulas. In S( [Xl ] put 
and note that the natural equivalence of H~I(S, A ) with G(,4 ) sends 8 to &(exp(X)). 
The coproduc t Gs : S --c .5$&T must have the property that, for fll and 02 in Hom(S, A ), 
the ha)momorphism 
T-h me3ns that 
00 
g lJ$(h,)X”+’ = 5 (I @bj)( 2 b,@l xi+l j+l, 
k=t, l pq, i=O ) (A.1 1 
from which it is possible to compute $,#I~) for each k. This formula agrees with 
[ 2. Themm 1 1.3 1 and shows that the Hopf algebra S is ismmrphic to the s~~&-Hq~j‘ 
al,qdm 
qf MU*ltMU). 
Next we obtain a formula mvoivmg the ring homomorphism $: R --, R@S. For 
cseh o~mmutative ring A and each pair of ring humonwphisn~ 0 l : R - A, 0, : S -+ A, 
the ring homornorphistn 
@t@fl, 
R LR@S-----+ M.4 A03A -.-+A 
must correspond to the formal group law fpcf%‘, , f-l A’,) over A, where 2 = 
= 0, *pR and f(X) = 0, 1exp(4%*). We denote the inverse elf exp(X) in G(S) by log(X), 
so that f’-$Y) = 8+g~.~~. Now let A =: R@S and put O,(X) = AsI. &(s) = 18s 
for A E R and s E S; i.e., via 0 l :And B,, we regard R and S as subrings of Rc$kS, so 
that any puwcr series with coefficients in R or S will be regarded as having coeft’i- 
cientr 111 R@S 3s welt. Nc~tice that p~(Ot @O,) = I,B.~ in this case, and we con- 
clude that 
Our am\ now is to use (‘A.?) to show that 
L;: R -R@.S=R[b,,h2 ,... ] 
n+iMU) -+ MU+(MU) = n,(MU)[h;tC’, b;“‘, .._I. 
First recall Quillen’s fundamental theorem 12, $81: there is a fixma group law p3tu 
over ~&!U) kg., see [ 2, 5 2) ) such that the unique ring h~)nlonlorphisrll R 0, n*(MCr~ 
ftlr whrch O,(pR ) = ~($1~ is an isomurphism (in fact, 0 is an isomorphism of graded 
rings ). Thus $tL is also a unitpersal formal group law, hence 0 can be regarded as an 
idcntikawn. A comparison l.)f (A.:) with 12, Glroilary 6.81 shows us that we oh- 
fain the same formula if WC rctplace R, ,uK , 3 and the bi with ~f~(hlU), pllfc. the 
Hurewicl homomorphism and the generators b, Mu of MU+(MU) over z*(MU). Since 
these formulas allow us to conq~utc + and the Hurewicz. tl~,nlc)lTlurphis1:1, we have 
now shown that these homomorphisms can be identified as was asserted. 

